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This dissertation falls within the context of a PhD thesis proposal in computational 
intelligence applications submitted to the School of Engineering, University of 
Thessaly.  
There is an increasing interest in artificial neural networks, especially for 
classification purposes. 
Three different data sources are used, namely the UCI machine learning database, the 
yahoo finance, and the British Bankers’ Association. 
We stress some of the neural networks’ characteristics not only in theoretical terms –
trying to keep maths relatively simple-, but also in an application-driven concept. 
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2. Computational Intelligence 
Computational intelligence refers to computing methodologies including Artificial 
Neural Networks, Evolutionary Computation, and Fuzzy Logic. A determining feature 
of these methodologies is that they can be applied in many instances by ‘domain 
experts’ rather than solely by ‘computer gurus’ [1]. Intelligence means systems 
construction or software development which learns how to be intelligent rather than 
production of machines which are actually intelligent by themselves. 
Neural networks are structures which try to simulate human nervous system. Neurons 
interact with each other exchanging information through synapses. Since complete 
knowledge of how real nervous system works does not exist, neural networks 
architectures are adjusted to application at hand. Nevertheless, clear operation 
monitoring of the interconnection synapses is often impossible leading to criticism of 
‘black box’ neural operation. Famous is the phrase of D.O. Hebb in his book The 
Organization of Behavior that ‘an existing pathway strengthens the connections 
between the neurons’. Although application-driven neural networks are not biology-
oriented, they are used in high level and intelligent processing in recognition and 
classification. Their strength hinges upon three main characteristics: adaptiveness and 
self-organization, nonlinear network processing, and parallel processing [2].  
Evolutionary computation includes Genetic Algorithms, Evolutionary Programming, 
Evolution Strategies, Classifier Systems, and Genetic Programming. Its origins go 
back to C. Darwin’s theory of natural selection and survival of the fittest in that the 
underlying evolutionary algorithms manage a population of structures that evolve 
according to rules of selection and some genetic operators like crossover and 
mutation. Evolutionary algorithms are optimization methods applied to problem 
solving. An example of a genetic algorithm use would be multidimensional 
optimization problems in which the character string of the chromosome can be used to 
encode the values for the different parameters being optimized [3]. There are 
similarities and differences among all elements of evolutionary computation. 
However, the difference that the word ‘evolution’ conveys is depicted in [4] as 
opposed to N. Wirth’s classic book Algorithms + Data Structures = Programs: To 
build a successful program (in particular, an evolution program), appropriate data 
structures should be used (the data structures in the case of the evolution program 
correspond to the chromosome representation) together with appropriate algorithms 
(these correspond to genetic operators used for transforming one or more individual 
chromosomes). 
Fuzzy logic is a set of IF-THEN rules which handles the concept of partial truth, that 
is, truth values between ‘completely true’ and ‘completely false’. A fuzzy logic 
system is unique in that it is able to simultaneously handle numerical data and 
linguistic knowledge. It is a nonlinear mapping of an input data (feature) vector into a 
scalar output [5]. As L.A. Zadeh put it, computing with words and propositions as 
opposed to computing with numbers and symbols provides a foundation for a 
computational theory of perceptions –a theory which may have an important bearing 
on how humans make –and machines might make- perception-based rational 
decisions in an environment of imprecision, uncertainty and partial truth [6].  
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The applications of all elements of computational intelligence are numerous not only 
as independent systems but also in combination. Some of them regarding 
geographical modeling are reported in the following section. 
 
2.1. Applications of Computational Intelligence 
Genetic algorithms have been used in classifying remotely sensed data using neural 
networks [7]. Furthermore, the proposed method solved two main problems faced in 
any neural network classification problem, that is, which input features and which 
hidden topology to use. 
Incorporating fuzzy rules (information granulation) in a neural network seeking to 
classify data with accuracy, even when heuristics (e.g. genetic algorithms) are used to 
determine model’s structure and parameters, integrates methodology towards 
transparency [8]. Incorporation of fuzzy set theory turns important since, ‘land use 
and land cover are definitely one of those concepts that are a matter of degree’. 
Neural networks’ powerful features of being distribution-free in that no prior 
knowledge is needed about the statistical distributions of the classes in the data 
sources, of being able to determine how much weight each data source should have in 
the classification, and of being able to incorporate ancillary datasets as inputs, provide 
them with an advantage over other statistical methods for classification of multisource 
data. The performance of neural network models in classification is more dependent 
on having representative training samples, whereas the statistical approaches need to 
have an appropriate model of each class [9]. These features are exploited by M.E. 
Brown et al [10], to map the NDVI indices from AVHRR to those from MODIS using 
atmospheric, surface type and sensor-specific inputs to account for the differences 
between the sensors. 
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3. Neural Networks Properties 
Neural networks evolution is directly linked to developments in computer technology, 
mainly in hardware, in terms of advances in VLSI microelectronics and parallel 
processing technology in ‘70s and ‘80s. The shift of computing technology origins 
from sequential processing and execution of explicit instructions to parallel process 
and implicitly instructed procedures, made the implementation of neural networks 
architectures feasible. This shift was started in early ‘40s when McCullough and Pitts 
–a neurophysiologist and a logician, respectively- introduced a framework of viewing 
artificial neural networks as a computing machine, leaving behind the Von Neumann 
computer architecture, and realized in 1949 and in 1958 when Hebb introduced its 
Perceptron model, respectively. Despite Minsky’s influential critique (1969), there 
has been an increasing interest in artificial neural networks from ‘80s up to now. 
An artificial neural network is an abstract simulation of the human nervous system. 
The structural constituents of the human brain are the neurons which are connected to 





, respectively [11]. The exact manner through which the 
interconnections take place is not known yet. What is known is that the human brain 
functions in a way of high complexity, non-linearity, and parallel computation [12]. 
These features are passed to neural networks architectures giving rise to capabilities 
that resemble human brain real activity. The non-linearity capability, stemming from 
the fact that the relationship between input and output of the network cannot be 
described by a linear equation since higher order factors need to be taken into 
account, allows to model real-life models. Furthermore, this non-linearity is 
distributed through the neural network via interconnections of non-linear neurons. 
Another important capability is the input-output mapping, relating input to output, 
since we feed the network with specific input and expect a pre-specified output. This 
relation is implemented through neural network’s ability to learn to perform specific 
tasks. This learning ability may be developed either in a supervised or in an 
unsupervised manner, that is, either in a ‘teaching’ way of providing both inputs and 
desired network outputs or by providing only the inputs and leaving the neural 
network to perform associative procedures. This learning is done with the adjustment 
of network parameters according to desired vs. actual output. The input-output 
mapping gives rise to neural network adaptability feature, meaning that the network 
can adapt its free parameters to changes in the surrounding environment. With the 
term free parameters we refer to synaptic connections and their strength, as we will 
see later on. Fault tolerance is another important property of neural networks, 
meaning that if a single cell or interconnection malfunctions or even seizes its 
operation, the whole network does not crash. Due to the parallel distribution of 
neurons with each single node contributing to the network’s output, if a node fails 
information flow is not influenced in a crucial manner leaving the network to perform 
at least adequately. The neural network, therefore, ‘demonstrates graceful degradation 
in performance rather than catastrophic failure’ [13].  
The neural networks features mentioned so far seem to form two additional important 
properties, namely, verified response and generalization. By characterizing the 
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network output as verified we imply that it is not just the output that was initially 
expected –or at least a good approximation- after learning procedure has been 
completed, but, going to a further level, we assess neural network output to be 
evidential. That is, we come up with a decision we are enough confident about (as if 
someone asks us a question and we answer like, ‘I think this or that is going to 
happen’, where the verb think implies an increased measure of confidence. 
Generalization, finally, refers to neural network ability to move on from one learned 
pattern to another, even if it is fed with an input pattern never encountered before. 
This is an extremely important attribute of a network whose output for a new input 
vector tends to be close to outputs for similar input vectors in its training set.  
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4. Neural Network Structure 
4.1. Biological foundation 
The basic elements that formulate a neural network are being inferred from its name, 
that is, the neurons acting like nodes and the interconnections forming a network. The 




Figure 1. A biological neuron 
 
Neurons in the human brain have structures called dendrites resembling tree branches 
which receive signals coming from other neurons, carrying buses called axons across 
junctions called synapses. The connectivity is not uniform in that some neurons are 
connected locally with their neighbors while others are linked with thousands or 
millions of neurons. Dendrites are smaller than axons with the former acing usually as 
receptive points and the latter acting as transmission lines carrying electrical signals to 
other neuron’s dendrites. The synapse, thus, represents the junction between an axon 
and a dendrite.  
The exact way through which the brain processes its neural information is still 
unknown. The basic procedure however, deals with waves of current generated from 
neuron’s voltage potential in its cell membrane. There is an electrical difference 
between the two sides of a neuron’s membrane with the inside potential being lower 
than the outside one resulting to a typical value of -70mV. As a consequence, the 
neuron through its axon sends out spikes of electrical activity. Then, the synapse 
concerts this activity into a sum of electrical effects –like an algebraic summation of 
positive and negative numbers- which either excite or exhibit respective activity in the 
connected neurons. If the excitatory input signal dominates the inhibitory, then, the 
neuron ‘fires’, that is, it sends a spike of electrical activity to other neurons’ synapses. 
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In this sense, the neuron functionality can be modeled as a simple threshold function 
[2]. The process of learning emerges when the effectiveness of the synapses is 
changed resulting to a differentiated influence of one neuron to another. 
 
4.2. Neuron modeling 
Neuron modeling in terms of computer simulation starts with a basic neuron model 




Figure 2. The neuron model 
 
The artificial neuron shown above depicts the basic functions of a biological neuron. 
We need not to forget that artificial neural networks deal with a problem in a different 
manner compared to conventional computers. Conventional computers operate on any 
problem as long as they are programmed to do so, that is, an algorithm comprised of 
specific steps has been formulated –implying complete understanding of the problem 
at hand- and after being adjusted to a high level language, is fed as a source program 
to a computer. In a quite different way, neural networks learn by example. This means 
that we begin with some a priori inputs, we get outputs, and if there are differences 
from the desired ones we then adjust network’s internal parameters, meaning the 
connection strengths –or weights- until the error is minimized or gets zero. This 
procedure does not guarantee that we will finally come up with an ideal output despite 
the iterative synaptic input modification. Since neural networks learning ability 
emerges with the examples being fed to them rather than being programmed to 
perform a specific task, the examples must be selected carefully to avoid waste of 
time and network malfunction.  
This forms a disadvantage since the neural network needs to find out how to solve the 
problem by itself enabling its operation to be unpredictable [14]. On the other hand of 
course, neural network modeling consist data-driven self-adaptive processes meaning 
that they adjust themselves to the data without any knowledge concerning its 
distribution or its functional relationships to be needed in advance. 
Information transformation of input into output is an inherent feature of any network’s 
computation ability. The simplest form of an artificial neuron comprising the 
structural unit of any neural network is shown in figure three [15]. 




Figure 3. A simple neuron 
 
In the simplest case, the input p is scalar and is transmitted through a connection line 
that multiplies its strength by a weight w. The bias b is also a scalar quantity that is 
added to the product w*p, while graphically it can be thought of as shifting the 
function f to the left by an amount b. The sum of the weighted input w*p with the bias 
b is the argument of the transfer function f. Both w and b are adjustable parameters of 
the network’s neuron. The adjustment of these parameters implies the modification of 
synaptic weights. Adapting connection strengths moves the neural network to a 
desired behavior. There are many transfer functions but three of them are the most 
commonly used, the hard-limit, the linear, and the sigmoid transfer function which are 








 sigmoid function  
Figure 4. Transfer functions 
 
The hard limit function limits the output of the neuron to either 0, if the net input 
argument n is negative, or 1, if n is greater than or equal to 0. It is used in Perceptrons, 
to create neurons that make classification decisions. The linear transfer function gives 
an output equal to its input plus the bias. Neurons with this function are used as linear 
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approximators. Last, the sigmoid transfer function takes an input with any value from 
minus to plus infinity, and squashes the output into the range of 0 to 1. Because it is 
differentiable, it is used in backpropagation networks. 
The inputs to a neuron are usually multiple, thus, forming a vector. A neuron with R 
inputs is shown in figure five [15]. 
 
 
Figure 5. Multiple input neuron 
 
The individual element inputs p1, p2, …, pR are multiplied by weights w11, w12, …, 
w1R, producing a weighted sum w*p, the product of the single row matrix W with the 
vector p. When neuron’s bias b is summed with the weighted input they form the net 
input n, that is, the argument of the net transfer function f. Thus, n= w11p1 + w12p2 + 
… + w12pR + b.  
 
4.3. Neural architecture 
Two or more neurons can be combined to form a one-layer network whereas a 
network can be multiple-layered containing more than one layer. We refer to these 
network architectures quite briefly. 
A one-layer network with R inputs and S neurons is shown in figure six [15]. 
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Figure 6. A layer of neurons 
 
In this network, each element of the input vector p is connected to each input of each 
neuron through the weight matrix W. The i-th neuron sums its weighted inputs 
forming an output ni. All nis together with all biases form an S size input vector being 
the argument of the transfer function which then produces the network’s output as a 
column vector a. The elements of the input vector enter the network through the 




Figure 7. The weight matrix 
 
The row indices of the elements in matrix W indicate the destination neuron of the 
weight while the column indices indicate which source is the input for that weight. In 
this way, the indices in w12 say that the strength of the signal from the second input 
element to the first neuron is w12.  
A network with multiple layers of neurons is shown in figure eight [15]. 
 





Figure 8. Multiple layers of neurons 
 
Each layer has a weight matrix W, a bias vector b, and an output vector a. To 
distinguish among each layer’s vectors, the number of the layer s shown as a 









 weight matrix W
2
. The input to the layer is a
1
 and the output is 
a
2
. Two-layer networks are usually used in backpropagation.  
Furthermore, artificial neural networks can be either feedforward or feedback 
networks according to the way signals propagate within their architecture. 
Feedforward neural networks allow signals to travel in one way, that is, from input to 
output. This means that there is no feedback (loops), thus, the output of any layer does 
not affect this same layer. On the contrary, feedback networks allow signals to travel 
in both directions. This feature makes feedback neural networks to be very powerful 
and extremely complicated since they are dynamic, in that every ‘current’ state is 
changing continuously until they reach an equilibrium point. After that, they remain at 
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5. The Learning Procedure 
The architecture of an application-driven neural network refers to the number of its 
layers, the number of neurons in each of these layers, each layer’s transfer function, 
and the way the layers are connected to each other. There is not a unique architecture 
which is the best for every problem. In general, the more neurons exist in a hidden 
layer the more powerful this network is. The connectivity of a neural network 
depicted in its weight matrix serves as the space where the memory of the neural 
network is stored. This means that although a single layer of neurons with a simple 
linear transfer function may well represent and solve a simple problem, multiple 
layers with at least one non-linear transfer function can solve more complex 
problems. After all, real-world relationships are usually non-linear so the use of a 
respective transfer function makes a network capable of storing non-linear 
relationships between input and output. 
The process of learning in artificial neural networks evolves n either of two ways, 
associative and non-associative. In associative learning the neural network’s mapping 
computation consists of a vector to vector relationship. The network takes a given 
vector as its input and produces another vector at its output. There are two association 
formulations, auto-association (AA) and hetero-association (HA). In AA an input 
pattern is associated with itself –e.g. image recognition- while in HA the association 
patterns refer to different vectors in network’s input and output –e.g. pattern 
association-. In non-associative learning the focus is placed upon particular properties 
of the input patterns rather than on relationships among patterns as in associative 
mapping. Non-associative learning may be encountered in classification problems 
where the neural network takes a vector as its input and outputs a value that can be 
used to classify it. 
The knowledge that each neural network develops ‘lies’ on its connection weights. By 
modifying and re-determining these weights, learning evolves. There are, however, 
neural networks whose weights cannot be changed implying that dw/dt =0. These 
networks are called fixed as their weights are a priori fixed. All other networks, whose 
weights do change, are called adaptive. 
All learning methods applied to adaptive neural networks belong in two major 
categories, the supervised learning and the unsupervised learning. In supervised 
learning the training data consist of pairs of input/output training patterns and learning 
incorporates an external ‘teacher’, that is a teaching signal providing targets so that 
each output node is told what its desired response to input signals ought to be. 
Examples of supervised learning are the error-correction learning and the stochastic 
learning, giving rise to the problem of error convergence which means the 
minimization of error between the desired and the actual output. In unsupervised 
learning the training set consists of input training patterns only without a teacher 
present forcing neural networks to learn in response to the stimuli present on their 
inputs. Unsupervised learning is also referred to as self-organizing in the sense that it 
self-organizes the data presented to the network. Examples are the Hebbian learning –
the most close to human biology linked to a specific region of the brain, the 
hippocampus- and the competitive learning. 
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6. The Perceptron 
6.1. Mathematical representation. 
Perceptron was the first computer machine trained to acquire new knowledge with 
trial and error using early neurocomputing techniques implemented in the late ‘50s by 
Rosenblatt at Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory. The Perceptron, shown in figure nine, 
is the basic McCullogh and Pitts model –where neuron inputs are weighted- with an 
additional fixed set of processing elements [16]. 
 
 
Figure 9. The Perceptron model 
 
Due to limited capabilities of single-layer networks, the fixed processing elements 
layer improves performance by transforming raw input data. Units A1, A2, …, Ap are 
used to extract specific, localized features from the input images. These processing 
elements can be regarded as the basis functions of a generalized linear discriminant 
[16]. We turn to mathematics. 
At any time t neural networks modeling can be described by the following equation 
τ dxi 
dt 
+ xi  = ƒ (bi + ∑wij xj )       
j 
(1) 
    
, where i runs from 1 to N neurons. The argument of ƒ in equation (1) is the total input 
to the i-th neuron. The input depends on the activities of the other neurons in the 
network, due to the presence of synaptic coupling. More specifically, wijxj is the 
amount of synaptic input contributed by the j-th neuron. As we have already 
mentioned, the synaptic weight wij quantifies the strength of the synapse from neuron 
j to i. The bias bi represents input from sources outside the network and/or any 
intrinsic tendency of neuron i to be active. The time constant τ describes how rapidly 
the variable xi responds to changes in input [17]. A feedforward network –where wij= 
0 for every i ≤ j since all synaptic connections are from a neuron with a smaller index 
to a neuron with a larger index- converges to a unique steady state –where dxi/dt= 0- 
described by equation (1) without the first term on the left side. 
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Any feedforward network can be viewed as if it is assembled of several simple 
Perceptrons, that is the right hand side of the equation (1), where the weighted sum of 
N inputs x1, x2, …, xN is computed, a bias b is applied, and the result is passed 
through the activation function f. If we use vector notation, the Perceptron can be 
written as f(w*x ± b) where w represents the synaptic weights vector and x the input 
vector. The equation w*x= ± b defines a hyperplane in the input space, meaning a 
subspace of a vector space that has dimension of one less than the dimension of the 
vector space. This hyperplane divides the input space into two half spaces. In the case 
of a binary output, one half space consists of input vectors labeled as 1s (ones) while 
the other half space consists of input vectors labeled as 0s (zeros). What the 
aforementioned Rosenblatt’s fixed set of processing elements do through the 
generalization of discriminant functions is that, from a simple linear discriminant 
function y= w*x +b where the dividing line w*x + b= 0 forms two classification 
regions, they permit a larger range of possible decision boundaries. This is done by 
transforming the input vector x using a set of M predefined non-linear functions qj(x), 
called basis functions, and then representing the output as a linear combination of 
these functions, as is shown in the following equation 
 
  yi (x) = 
M 




 , or by absorbing the biases as special cases of the weights by defining an extra basis 
function g0= 1 we get 
 
  yi (x) = 
M 




Equation (3) finally represents a larger class of functions yi(x).  
An important point can be derived from the above equations. The dividing line can be 
oriented and moved anywhere to classify the input space as desired by picking the 
weight and bias values. This is because the inner product of the Perceptron vector 
notation can be written as w*x= │w│*│x│*cosω, where ω is the angle between the 
two vectors, and │w│ and │x│ are their lengths. If the length of the input vector is 
constrained to some constant value then the maximum activation of the Perceptron 
occurs when ω= 0. This condition is satisfied when the input vector is proportional to 
the weight vector suggesting the ‘best’ input to a Perceptron. 
This finding links Perceptron to Hebb’s early work in terms of the learning process. 
Canadian psychologist D.Hebb exerted major influence in the field of 
neuropsychology trying to comprehend how brain neurons affect the learning 
procedure in terms of developed associations. The basis of its theory is that, ‘if a cell 
A consistently fires cell B, metabolic changes happen so that the efficiency of A firing 
B increases’. This emerging relationship holds for the opposite as well, meaning that 
if A does not fire B then their synaptic weight will weaken, implying a ‘supported’ 
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behavior through time. Hebbian synapses, thus, may be characterized as time 
dependent, local, and strongly interactive [12]. The essence of the Hebbian learning 
can be traced in the Perceptron model when vector notation is used (as we mentioned 
earlier). If we assume that f is monotonically increasing, the model’s output f(w*x ± 




Training is about getting a neural network to do a specific job. To achieve this pre-
specified behavior –unless parameters are set explicitly using a priori experience- the 
network’s weights and biases need to be adjusted according to a learning rule. Rules 
in general concern the determination at any time of next changes, that is 
 
wi(t+1) = wi(t) + Δwi(t), and 
b(t+1) = b(t) + Δb(t) 
 
The Perceptron network architecture is shown in figure ten [15]. 
 
 
Figure 10. Perceptron network 
 
The Perceptron network consists of a single layer of S neurons connected to R inputs 
through a set of weights wij with indices i and j representing that wij is the strength of 
the connection from the j-th input to the i-th neuron. The transfer functions are of 
hard-limit type taking as arguments the sums of weighted inputs added to an input of 
1 transmitted to each one of them through the biases, and returning as outputs either 
0s or 1s according to whether net inputs ni are less than 0 or greater or equal to 0, 
respectively. As mentioned before, Perceptrons are used in simple problems of pattern 
classification, meaning association of an input vector pattern with a particular target 
vector pattern. 
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Instead of using a Hebbian-type training algorithm where each neuron’s actual 
activation is used for weight updates, Perceptrons learn through the adjustment of 
differences in network’s actual output with the target one. Being trained with a 
supervised learning procedure where the training set fed to the neural network 
consists of pairs of input-target teaching patterns –as opposed to unsupervised 
learning where neural network’s parameters adjustment is due to its response to its 
inputs with each current output vector at any time being the target vector-, the 
objective is to reduce the difference between target and actual outputs, that is, the 
occurred error. Furthermore, Perceptron learning rule takes into account the binary 
output of the threshold function. This is a slight but important distinction from delta 
or least mean square rule (LMS) –used both in classification and linear function 
approximation- where the respective differences incorporate the net output without 
mapping it into values of 1s and 0s or 1s and -1s. 
The Perceptron learning rule calculates desired changes to network’s parameters, 
given the input vector and the associated error. Furthermore, the Perceptron rule 
converges to a solution after a finite number of iterations provided that this solution 
exists. Is after the input of a new vector the error is 0, implying a correct neuron 
output, the respective weight remains unchanged. If the neuron’s output is zero but 
should have been 1 giving an error of 1, meaning that a pattern which belongs to the 
first class with positive discriminant function yielding a binary decision of 1 is not 
selected, then, the input vector is added to the weight vector. This is called reinforced 
learning since the weight vector is strengthened to shift its influence on this input 
vector, thus, increasing the possibility of correct classification later on. If, on the 
contrary, the neuron output is 1 while it should have been 0 giving an error of -1, then, 
the input vector is subtracted from the weight vector. This is called anti-reinforced 
learning implying that a weakening of a subsequent wrong classification must be 
pursued. This procedure is depicted in the following equations. 
 
wij(t+1) = wij(t) + [ti(t) – ai(t)]*pj(t) 
bi(t+1) = bi(t) + [ti(t) – ai(t)]*1 
 
, where t is the target and a is the actual vector, respectively. Two points should be 
stressed here. First, network parameters are adjusted only if misclassification occurs. 
Second, Perceptron learning rule obtains linearity features if re- or anti- reinforcement 
is applied with a proportion of the input training pattern, thus, ɳ*p(t) or -ɳ*p(t), 
respectively. The parameter ɳ is called learning rate and controls the size of weight 
and bias changes during the learning procedure. In this way, the adjustment of the 
synaptic connections incorporates not only the emergence of an error but also its 
magnitude. This distinction leads to the development of learning rules which are 
based on the gradient descent procedure –we briefly refer to it quite shortly-, allowing 
us to make reference to the backpropagation algorithm, a generalization of least mean 
square or Widrow-Hoff learning rule to multiple layer neural networks and non-linear 
differentiable transfer functions. 
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7. Multiple Layer Perceptrons 
7.1. Learning as Optimization 
The influential critique which Minsky and Rappert made in the ‘60s resulting to a 
severe restrain in artificial neural networks research was grounded on the limited 
classification and approximation capabilities of single-layer networks with linear 
functions. On the one hand, linear approximation networks are restrictive while non-
linear ones offer greater capacity. On the other hand, in order to enhance the 
approximation capabilities it is critical to expand to multiple-layer structures [2]. 
These conclusions were supported in the ‘80s giving rise to multiple layer Perceptrons 
which are called Perceptrons in general even when the activation functions are 
sigmoid. The incorporation of one or more hidden layers between the input and output 
layers provides a neural structure where weights adjustment supports linear 
transformations and neurons activation performs local non-linear transformations. 
The Perceptron learning rule, as mentioned before, adjusts synaptic connections when 
misclassifications are found out. If this is viewed as an effort to improve performance 
then the process of learning rests in the optimization field, thus, it can be depicted as 
an optimization problem. We turn again to mathematics. 
For a given training set of input-output patterns (xi, yi), i = 1, 2, …, n, we want to find 
a weight vector w so that the approximation yi ≈ f(w*xi) is as good as possible for 
each i [17]. Without loss of generality the bias can be regarded as an extra weight 
increasing the dimensionality of the input vector by one and be set as constant for 
each i giving  = [w1, w2, …, wn, wn+1] and x= [x1, x2, …, xn, 1]. A simple Perceptron 
can be trained by minimizing the following squared error function with respect to the 
weight vector w. 
  E (w) = 
1 
2 ∑ [yi – f(wxi)]
2




This error, or cost, function acts as a performance measurement vehicle for the 
Perceptron taking into account the differences between target and actual output. It 
uses the common mathematical convenience of being multiplied by ½, intuitively 
balancing the squaring of the errors with their division in half. The objective is to find 
a w so as E(w) approaches 0. 
A crucial point in optimization theory is whether or not the objective function is 
differentiable. For twice differentiable functions unconstrained optimization problems 
can be approximated through the gradient of the objective function, meaning the 
points where gradient is zero. For a real function f defined in a subset A of R
n
 with 
partial derivatives ∂f(p)/∂xi at a point p of A, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the gradient is the vector 
   
  ƒ(p) =      
   
 + 
     
   
     
     
   
 [18] 
   
The dot product of the gradient of f with a unit vector û produces the directional 
derivative of f in the direction of u [19]. In this way, the rates of change of f in 
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multiple directions can be represented. The problems seem to start when derivatives 
cannot be calculated because of discontinuities in the objective function making it 
non-differentiable. One of the methods based on the smoothness of the objective 
function is the gradient descent, a first-order optimization algorithm, a Taylor 
polynomial of degree one. The gradient of simple Perceptron’s error function is 
   
  E = 
  
   
 + 
  
   
     
  
   
  
   
From all possible directions in the space of w dimensions, the gradient is the direction 
along which E increases in the quickest way. If E is a function of two variables, it can 
be visualized as a 3-D graph in which E(w1, w2) is the height above the plane defined 
by the w1 and w2 axes. Alternatively, it is viewed on a contour plot showing lines of 
constant E in the (w1, w2) plane [17]. Since we want to minimize E, we need to move 
in the direction of the negative of the gradient. We get 
 
Δw = -ɳ    = ɳ Σi f´ (w*xi) [yi – f(w*xi)]*xi 
 
The above equation implies a batch learning since it shows that the synaptic weights 
are updated after the entire set of input-output pairs has been presented to the 
Perceptron. To avoid the disadvantages resulting from batch learning –increased 
possibility of being locally trapped because of the multiple local minima, slow 
convergence due to vicinity deviations caused by high anisotropy of directionally 
dependent surface curvatures, and zigzag should the step size depicted in the learning 
rate is relatively high-, we use the online learning procedure, where the weight update 
is made after presentation of each separate pair. The update then is 
 
Δw = ɳ*[y – f(w*x)]*f´(w*x)*x 
 
, which compared to batch learning equation, concerns a single pair of vectors. In this 
case, regardless of the sequence of all vectors presentation, meaning a random or a 
pre-specified order, each update may be regarded as a random variable. This 
distinction incorporates stochasticity providing a steepest gradient descent method 
capable of improving performance, especially in large training sets where batch 
processing increases the computational complexity.  
In Perceptrons the output is binary giving an error function which is non-
differentiable. This is because smooth changes in the neural network’s parameters 
cause the decision boundaries to move across the data points resulting in 
discontinuous changes in the error [16]. Gradient descent methods, therefore, cannot 
be applied since the error function is piecewise constant. Instead, Perceptron 
parameters are adjusted according to an ad-hoc rule similar to steepest gradient 
descent. One of the most popular steepest gradient descent algorithms is 
backpropagation which we review in the next section. 
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Before that, however, a last comment with regard to batch and online learning 
processes. The former needs all training pairs be held explicitly in memory. In online 
learning the only memory of previous pairs ‘lies’ in the weight vector suggesting an 




The backpropagation algorithm is used as a type of supervised learning in 
feedforward non-linear multiple-layers neural networks for function approximation, 
pattern association, and pattern classification. The crucial distinction made concerns 
the hidden layers where the delta vectors are calculated from the following layers’ 
delta vectors, as opposed to output layer where delta vectors are calculated from 
network’s error vectors. This is due to the fact that target output for hidden layers 
does not exist with the error being propagated backwards acting as an approximation 
of that output.  
Backpropagation may be implemented in two steps. The first deals with the 
propagation of errors towards the first synaptic weights layer resulting in the 
computation of delta vectors. The second deals with the parameters’ update applying 
gradient descent on the previously computed error derivatives incorporating a 
constant or adaptive learning rate. We refer briefly to each step reporting the 
respective relatively complex equations for the shake of completeness. 
Initially, an input training vector is presented and is propagated forward so as all 
outputs up to the output layer are calculated. Thus, 
 









 ) + bi
l
  for l=1 to L 
 j=1  
 
The above equation transforms the input vector x
0
 into the output vector x
L
 –the same 
variable x is used for all vectors since they are going to be backpropagated acting as 
inputs. If a termination condition does not hold –i.e. the sum of squared errors for all 
training vectors is less than a pre-specified error goal or a maximum number of passes 
(epochs) is reached-, the output layer delta vector is calculated explicitly while all 
previous layers’ delta vectors, back to the input layer, are calculated implicitly 





) (di – xi
L
)   and 
 







 , for l=L to 1 
 i=1  
 
Proceeding to the weights adjustment, all gradients are calculated while a learning 
rate is adopted influencing the speed and quality of the process. Thus, 
 















  , for l=1 to L 
 
A final note concerns the flexibility of the backpropagation algorithm despite its 
inherent complexity. In the first step, the calculated derivatives may be based on 
various error functions while different types of derivatives may also be used. In the 
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8. Neural Networks Applications 
There are many different types of artificial neural networks applied in many different 
application areas. In general, we may refer to five categories for problem solving with 
neural networks.  
Pattern classification is the first, which deals with assigning an unknown input 
pattern, using supervised learning, to one of several pre-specified classes based on one 
or more properties that characterize a given class. A related but different category is 
clustering which is performed through unsupervised learning in which the clusters (or 
classes) are formed by exploring any similarities among the input patterns based on 
their inter-correlations [20]. Function approximation, the third category, is a unique 
application area stemming from neural networks’ inherent ability to overcome the 
lack of distributional knowledge or theoretical modeling regarding the data. Multiple 
layer artificial neural networks may approximate any kind of function, thus, revealing 
the underlying rules relating the inputs to the outputs. Forecasting may be regarded as 
the fourth category where neural networks are trained on specific time series to 
explore how data sets may evolve over time based on previous results. Optimization, 
finally, is concerned with finding a solution that maximizes or minimizes an objective 
function given a set of constraints. Artificial neural networks may be highly efficient 
in solving complex and non-linear optimization problems. 
Neural networks are applied in many fields such as aerospace (e.g. aircraft component 
fault detection), banking (credit application evaluation), defense (weapon steering, 
target tracking, signal/image identification), manufacturing (process control, real-time 
particle identification), medicine (cancer cell classification, EEG and ECG analysis), 
robotics (trajectory control), financial analysis (automatic bond rating, stock trading 
advisory systems), and telecommunications (image and data compression, customer 
payment processing systems) [15]. 
Classification applications, more specifically, are more related to business, industry, 
and medicine. Examples include bankruptcy prediction, credit scoring, medical 
diagnosis, quality control, handwritten character recognition, and speech recognition 
[21]. 
The advantages of neural networks over conventional statistical classification 
procedures have been exploited in classification field by many researchers. Nasir et al 
in his paper in 2001, shows results of how accurately the neural network he designed 
and trained was able to predict bankruptcy in corporations [22]. He elaborated in his 
network construction by using 58 financial variables for three years together with 4 
economic and political variables, thus, a sum of 178 input variables. Financial 
variables were taken from balance sheets, income statements, cash flow statements, 
financial summary and key financial ratios. The network was trained using 2,500 
profiles of a company and over 280,000 iterations. The network was able to predict 
bankruptcy with 85% accuracy for test data under stringent classification criteria. As 
the classification criteria were relaxed, the model exhibited a 95% level of accuracy 
[23]. 
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Our model, of course, is a comparatively lower complexity neural network used in 
pattern recognition problems, that is, cases where several inputs need to be classified 
into a pre-specified set of target categories. 
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9. Classification of Application Data Sets 
9.1. Optimal classification network structure 
We use Matlab’s Neural Network Pattern Recognition Tool, a toolbox for data 
selection, network creation and training, and performance evaluation through mean 
squared error and confusion matrices. The network structure is feed-forward with two 
layers comprised of sigmoid hidden and output neurons. As we have already 
mentioned, non-linear multiple-layer neural networks have advanced classification 
and approximation capabilities. Those capabilities are enhanced with the number of 
neurons in the hidden layers. These conditions, however, are not that absolute. The 
number of layers is not proportionate to neural network’s power. An excessive 
number of layers often prove to be counterproductive since it may cause slower 
convergence in the backpropagation learning [2]. Two possible reasons are that the 
error signals may be numerically degraded when propagating across too many layers 
and that extra layers tend to create additional local minima. Furthermore, the number 
of neurons embodied in each hidden layer cannot be determined ex ante in an exact 
manner. The number of inputs and output neurons is determined by the number of 
elements in the input vectors and target vectors. The number of neurons in hidden 
layers, however, is not constrained by the problem. An increased number of neurons 
in hidden layers will most probably yield a better performance, but this number is 
relative since it is problem-specific. If the embodied neurons are not enough, the 
network will turn to behave in the so called under-fitting manner, meaning that no 
parameters have been produced such that the actual outputs are close to the targets. If 
too many neurons are used, the neural network will exhibit over-fitting in which all 
training points will be well fit but the fitting curve will take wild oscillations between 
these points [15]. 
The network will be trained with conjugate gradient backpropagation, a second-order 
method as opposed to the first-order gradient descent. The second-order or block-
adaptive methods perform better than first-order or data-adaptive ones since they 
converge faster. The conjugate gradient algorithm can search the minimum of a 
multivariate function faster than the conventional gradient descent procedure for 
backpropagation networks. Each conjugate gradient step is at least as good as the 
steepest descent method from the same point [2]. The block-adaptive methods update 
the weights after the entire block of training data is presented. In general, data-
adaptive methods are more aggressive while block-adaptive ones tend to be more 
prudent. This prudency is linked to neural network’s generalization ability –we refer 
to this later on-, especially when over-fitting in classification tasks arises. As the 
complexity of a model is increased, so the decision boundary can become more 
complex and hence give a better fit to the training data. For many applications, 
however, the best generalization performance is obtained from a model with an 
intermediate level of flexibility [16]. This is due to the use of second-derivative 
information to make a trade-off between network complexity and training set error 
[24]. 
After respective data with respect to inputs and targets has been selected, a portion of 
it is separated for validation and testing purposes. This means that after all initial 
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samples have been randomly divided, we come up with three distinct data sets, the 
training set, the validation set, and the testing set. Training samples are presented to 
the network during training, and the network is adjusted according to its error. 
Validation samples are used to measure network generalization, and to halt training 
when generalization stops improving. Tasting samples have no effect on training and 
so provide an independent measure of network performance during and after training. 
The purpose of neural network design and training is to come up with a structure 
capable of exhibiting as good as possible performance whenever any input is 
presented to it. This means that if a network is trained in a successful way, and an 
input vector not in the training set is then presented to the network, the network will 
tend to produce an output vector close to the output vectors whose associated inputs 
are close to the new input vector. This behavior is called generalization.  
In order to assess neural network’s developed generalization ability, the error function 
should be evaluated using data which is independent of that used for training. 
Through the error function minimization the free parameters of the neural network are 
being determined. Such an approach, however, is unable to determine the optimal 
number of these parameters –and, therefore, the optimal size of the network-, because 
an increase in the number of network’s biases and weights will generally yield a 
smaller error value. Since generalization involves new inputs, we are not solely 
interested in a network which gives the smallest error with respect to the training data. 
Thus, through iterative trials, we may come up with a preferable structure if various 
networks are trained by minimization of an appropriate error function defined with 
respect to a specified training data set. Then, the performance of the networks is 
compared by evaluating the error function using an independent validation set, and 
the network having the smallest error with respect to the validation set is selected. 
Since this procedure can itself lead to some over-fitting to the validation set, the 
performance of the selected network should be confirmed by measuring its 
performance on a third independent set of data called the test set [16].  
Training accuracy, thus, is quite different from generalization accuracy. Theorems 
have been proved which confirm the universal approximation capability of two-layer 
neural networks. These theorems, however, are of theoretical interest only because 
they cannot predict the number of hidden units required for a given desired accuracy. 
An insufficient number of hidden units may result in an inadequate capability to 
separate the categories. Generalization accuracy, on the other hand, offers a more 
critical criterion for the determination of the number of hidden units. When too many 
hidden units are used, it may lead to spurious decision boundaries or cause over-
fitting of the model and poor interpolation, since not all weights are of equal 
importance resulting to an ‘over-loaded’ structure [24]. In other words, if one pushes 
too hard on the training accuracy, the over-training may result in degraded 
generalization [2]. This suggests a fundamental trade-off between training and 
generalization accuracies resulting to improved generalization accuracy at the expense 
of training accuracy, if a reduced number of hidden nodes are incorporated. 
All data sets can be found at the end of this study. 
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9.2. Iris flowers 
We search the Machine Learning Repository of the University of California Irvine, a 
collection of databases, domain theories, and data generators that are used by the 
machine learning community for the empirical analysis of machine learning 
algorithms [25]. All data sets which are used throughout this section can be found in 
the Appendix1. 
One of the most popular data sets in the pattern recognition literature is the iris data 
set, published in 1936 by R.A.Fisher (‘The use of multiple measurements in 
taxonomic problems’, Annual Eugenics). The data set contains 3 classes of 50 
instances each where each class refers to a type of iris plant. One class is linearly 
separable from the other two and the latter are not linearly separable from each other. 
The predicted attribute is the class of iris plant out of three available classes –that is, 
iris Setosa, Versicolor, and Virginica- while each observation has four attributes –that 
is, sepal length and width, and petal length and width in cm. this means that the input 
data presented to the neural network are represented by a 4x150 matrix containing 
150 samples in column orientation of 4 elements each. The target elements are 
represented as a 3x150 matrix with each of its three elements comprised of a 1 (one) 
and two 0s (zeros) according to the corresponding input observation. For example the 
51
st
 target element is [010]
T




. Before we proceed, it is very 
important to note that if a neural network is trained several times it will generate 
different results due to different initial conditions and sampling. This means that the 
results presented later on which we have produced from the neural network several 
times, are just some results –relatively representative, usually- but not the only results. 
We divide the input samples so as 70% of them or 104 samples are used for training 
purposes and we further divide the rest in half so as validation and testing are carried 
out with 23 samples each. We adjust the network size so as it embodies 20 hidden 
neurons. We train the network using the aforementioned conjugate gradient 
backpropagation algorithm. Training stops automatically when generalization stops 
improving as indicated by an increase in the mean squared error of the validation 
samples. Mean squared error is the average squared difference between actual outputs 
and targets. Lower values are obviously better with zero being the ideal figure. Apart 
from MSE another statistic is produced, that is, the percent error (%E) which indicates 
the fraction of samples which are misclassified. A value of zero means no 
misclassifications while one hundred indicates maximum misclassifications. The 
different results due to different initial sampling may be shown in the following figure 
(the left figures correspond to the subsequent measures). 
 
 
 Samples MSE %E  MSE %E 
Training 104 3.589e-2 4.807e-0  1.412e-7 0 
Validation 23 1.669e-2 0  3.211e-8 0 
Testing 23 3.29e-2 0  6.191e-2 8.69e-0 
 
Figure 11. Differentiated results 
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We see a relatively wide range –for small absolute values, though- extending for 
example for the validation set from values of 0.017 to practically zero, a six order 
distance. Even the misclassifications are varied, occurred in different data sets, but, 
with results being presumable since 5 samples are misclassified in the left relatively 
higher error training set while the low error on the right misclassifies only in the 
testing data set.   
From the validation performance in figure x, we see that before validation MSE 
reaches a low implying an improving generalization, all three data sets perform in 
tandem. However, this picture is distorted when the relative MSE starts increasing.  
The last and most important performance evaluation measures are confusion matrices 
and receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves, shown in figures x and x. The 
confusion matrix represents instances in predicted and actual classes separating them 
as true positives (TP), true negatives (TN), false positives (FP), and false negatives 
(FN). The corresponding graphical representation is the ROC curve, a plot of the 
sensitivity and specificity, the statistical measures of a binary classifier’s 
performance. TP is equivalent with hit, TN with correct rejection, FP with false alarm, 
and FN with miss [26]. The ROC curve plots true positives with relation to false 
positives and it is applied in many scientific fields. For example, in medicine where it 
is widely used, sensitivity is the probability that a test result will be positive when the 
disease is present whereas specificity is the probability that a test result will be 
negative when the disease is not present. In a ROC curve the true positive rate 
(sensitivity) is plotted in function of false positive rate (100 - specificity) for different 
cut-off points [27]. Each point on the ROC plot represents a sensitivity/specificity pair 
corresponding to a particular decision threshold. A test with perfect discrimination, 
that is with no overlap in the two distributions (in the medicine concept, the two 
populations, one with the disease and the other without it) has a ROC plot that passes 
through the upper left corner, a point with 100% sensitivity and 100% specificity. 
Therefore, the closer the ROC plot is to the upper left corner, the higher the overall 
accuracy of the test. Our classifier in this particular network run, performed very good 
as it is shown in confusion matrices. For example, in the training confusion matrix we 
see that the 101 (the diagonal sum) out of the 104 samples have been correctly 
classified with a slightly better performance in the third class. The result is that only 3 
out of 104 (or 2.9%) training samples have been misclassified. The very good 
performance is also depicted in ROC curves with the overall curve moving towards 
the upper left corner. The results do not change substantially if we limit the size of the 
neural network incorporating 5 hidden neurons instead of 20, implying an adequate 
network size for a classification problem of such complexity. 
A significant variation is observed when we change the data sets percentages. If we 
push on the training with the 85% of the input data at the expense of the validation set 
primarily and the testing set subsequently -5% and 10%, respectively-, both MSEs 
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 Samples MSE %E 
Training 127 1.246e-1 36.22e-0 
Validation 8 4.2313-2 12.5e-0 
Testing 15 1.546e-1 40e-0 
 
Figure 12. Different data sets division 
 
This is due to the extended memorization capability that the neural network has 
developed since it has been exposed widely to the training data sets. As if the neural 
network has stressed its data-specific pattern recognition learning, but, without 
evolving its wider view ability. That’s why for generalization accuracy, as opposed to 
training accuracy, the test patterns should not necessarily come from the original 
training patterns. Instead, they should be drawn arbitrarily based, though, on the same 
distribution function that originally generated the training patterns [2]. This situation 
is depicted in confusion matrices and ROC curves in figures x and x, where the 
overall predicted vs. actual accuracy falls to 64.7% (97 out of 150) and the classifier’s 
random guess diagonal is being crossed. It should be noted, however, that iterative 
runs of the neural network yield again differentiated results –a one-order difference in 
MSEs or a two to three orders difference in misclassifications- whereas a decrease in 
the network size –down to 5 neurons from the initial 20- does not alter significantly 
the whole picture. 
A relatively symmetric view is produced when the training procedure is limited to the 
benefit of the validation as it is shown in figures x and x. If we degrade the training 
procedure to the 50% of input data, but, at the same time we counterbalance with a 
35$ of samples for generalization purposes –which is the by default maximum 
percentage that the toolbox assigns to the validation data set-, the neural network 
performance measurements seem to be biased from the inability of the testing data set 
to assess with a relative safety the network performance during and after training. 
 
9.3. Stock exchange indices 
The existence of linear separation in the input samples with respect to their classes is 
of critical importance for any classifier to be regarded as meaningful. That is, a neural 
network performing a classification task should be assessed as successful if it able to 
correctly classify linearly non-separable classes. 
We use as inputs the last 100 trading days of a random year, say 1999, for Dow Jones 
Industrial Average and Standard & Poor 500, taking into account four measures as 
attributes of our observations. That is, we feed the neural network with a 200x4 
matrix in row orientation containing 100 samples of both indices whereas each sample 
contains 4 values, the open, high, low, and closing prices. Despite the given –and 
obvious- associations between the two indices in everyday trading, the neural network 
acting as a classifier classifies each observation according to the target binary values, 
that is, 1s (ones) for one index and 0s (zeros) for the other. Due to the different size 
order of the observations, the two classes are perfectly linearly separable, resulting to 
near zero MSEs and zero %E. This is depicted in the figures x and x in Appendix2 
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where the respective confusion matrices and ROC curves refer to the classification of 
the DJIA and S&P500 data sets. 
The network produces no misclassification, as it is expected, regardless of its size or 
the initial data sets division. 
 
9.4. Libor rates 
A final point concerning the training of a relatively limited sized neural network for 
classification of overlapping samples is stressed by using data sets of Libor rates. 
Libor stands for London InterBank Offered Rate and it is a reference rate on the rates 
at which banks offer to lend unsecured funds to other banks in the London interbank 
money market. Libor rates are published by the British Bankers’ Association and are 
made from an average of inter-bank deposit rates offered by member banks for 
maturities ranging from overnight up to one year. Libor rates are benchmark interest 
rates for many floating rates, mortgages, credit loans, and many financial instruments. 
They are quoted in several major currencies such as euro, US dollar, pound sterling, 
and yen. This means that, for example, the US dollar Libor rates can be considered as 
the interbank cost of borrowing funds in US dollars. 
We use the reported rates for January and February of 2010, considering the O/N, 1 
month, 6 months, and 1 year respective rates as the four attributes of each 
observation. We first classify among three categories, the euro, the US dollar, and the 
British pound. Despite the obvious strong associations among all these measures of 
the cost of money, we get differentiated results when we perform classification among 
five classes, the previous three together with Canadian dollar and Swedish krona. In 
the three classes case the classification performs excellent due to the different 
absolute numerical trends as it can be seen in the data set in Appendix3. However, 
when the neural network classifies through all five classes, the respective trends seem 
to evolve closely crossing one another quite often. Good training accuracy can be 
achieved by forming very complex decision boundaries, which in turn requires a large 
network size [2]. By feeding the network with a 4x200 input matrix in column 
orientation and a 5x200 target matrix of 1s and 0s per 40 samples (20 for each 
month), the picture is distorted as it is shown in the Appendix. 
The first results in figures x and x refer to a 5 hidden neurons network with input data 
divided as 85, 5, and 10 for training, validation, and testing , respectively. The second 
ones in figures x and x refer to a same size five classes network with data division of 
60, 30, and 10, respectively. The deterioration in classification performance is 
apparent, implying a limited ability for both memorize and generalize. 
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Figure 1. Validation performance 
 
 





Figure 2. Confusion matrices (20 hidden neurons ANN with samples percentages of 70 –15 - 15) 
 
 





Figure 3. ROC curves ((20 hidden neurons ANN with samples percentages of 70 –15 - 15) 
 
 





Figure 4. Confusion matrices (20 hidden neurons ANN with samples percentages of 85 –5 - 10) 
 
 





Figure 5. ROC curves (20 hidden neurons ANN with samples percentages of 85 –5 - 10) 
 
 





Figure 6. Confusion matrices (20 hidden neurons ANN with samples percentages of 50 –35 - 15) 
 
 





Figure 7. ROC curves (20 hidden neurons ANN with samples percentages of 50 –35 - 15) 
  





Figure 8. No misclassifications for DJIA – S&P500 





Figure 9. No misclassifications for DJIA – S&P500 





Figure 10. Confusion matrices (5 hidden neurons ANN with samples percentages of 85 – 5 - 10) 





Figure 11. ROC curves (5 hidden neurons ANN with samples percentages of 85 – 5 - 10) 
 





Figure 12. Confusion matrices (5 hidden neurons ANN with samples percentages of 60 – 30 - 10) 
 





Figure 13. ROC curves (5 hidden neurons ANN with samples percentages of 60 – 30 - 10) 
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Iris Flowers – Target Data 
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0 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
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1 0 0 
1 0 0 
1 0 0 
1 0 0 
 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
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DJIA-S&P500 – Input Data 
11453,48 11598,26 11368,05 11497,12 
11484,36 11640,33 11388,94 11452,86 
11472,88 11658,68 11367,53 11484,66 
11389,24 11613,72 11302,08 11476,71 
11410,65 11603,02 11253,15 11391,08 
11202,07 11506,38 11202,07 11405,76 
11199,45 11375,17 11075,76 11203,60 
11142,43 11336,03 10973,61 11200,54 
11254,50 11417,38 11026,22 11144,27 
11259,26 11497,20 11103,59 11257,43 
11224,40 11396,89 11016,13 11244,89 
11158,78 11400,48 11014,60 11225,32 
11195,34 11336,33 11027,13 11160,17 
11217,46 11379,46 11024,38 11192,59 
11137,85 11358,66 11042,12 11224,70 
11073,62 11327,46 10962,60 11134,79 
11107,26 11273,33 10957,41 11068,12 
11221,65 11351,32 10993,49 11106,65 
11286,79 11412,79 11100,53 11225,01 
11046,10 11423,50 11046,10 11286,18 
10995,02 11183,72 10896,24 11039,06 
10876,47 11111,24 10798,07 10998,39 
10945,49 11142,13 10785,22 10877,81 
10985,73 11059,25 10813,97 10947,92 
11007,26 11115,83 10938,44 10988,91 
11000,22 11131,12 10859,23 11008,17 
11090,29 11178,83 10899,60 10995,63 
11008,78 11195,34 10887,67 11089,52 
11033,25 11146,41 10871,77 11003,89 
10887,67 11147,02 10859,92 11035,70 
10929,00 11040,90 10774,21 10883,09 
10762,89 10992,88 10691,94 10932,33 
10764,73 10899,22 10626,80 10760,75 
10593,51 10845,16 10513,03 10769,32 
10603,25 10716,71 10485,20 10595,30 
10611,94 10713,04 10449,42 10597,74 
10715,10 10806,02 10506,61 10617,32 
10668,42 10838,74 10548,20 10718,85 
10639,95 10885,53 10636,59 10704,48 
10612,42 10817,95 10523,43 10639,64 
10582,54 10759,22 10485,50 10609,06 
10653,71 10816,11 10508,14 10581,84 
10730,78 10828,96 10568,08 10648,51 
10629,18 10883,10 10580,11 10729,86 
10397,67 10726,70 10397,67 10622,53 
10302,76 10515,21 10172,32 10394,89 
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10350,88 10486,39 10208,73 10302,13 
10468,98 10518,37 10225,82 10349,93 
10581,69 10581,69 10301,18 10470,25 
10390,71 10414,52 10047,57 10297,69 
10203,31 10485,13 10144,46 10392,36 
10117,54 10418,01 10093,80 10204,93 
10018,45 10221,08 9884,20 10116,28 
10286,61 10286,61 9911,43 10019,71 
10230,89 10416,74 10071,64 10286,61 
10412,31 10495,89 10173,58 10232,16 
10648,81 10659,58 10366,08 10417,06 
10649,76 10781,16 10545,60 10648,18 
10534,52 10743,48 10423,71 10649,76 
10588,34 10687,12 10430,99 10537,05 
10399,77 10655,46 10340,75 10588,34 
10401,23 10578,21 10250,20 10400,59 
10274,58 10538,32 10220,44 10401,23 
10335,69 10425,92 10108,05 10273,00 
10214,11 10456,32 10156,85 10336,95 
10274,27 10408,51 10119,76 10213,48 
10300,51 10386,03 10055,17 10275,53 
10279,33 10498,74 10201,76 10303,39 
10311,94 10428,14 10128,63 10279,33 
10524,07 10643,75 10260,33 10318,59 
10599,42 10688,39 10407,56 10524,07 
10822,95 10822,95 10517,10 10598,47 
10801,87 10918,88 10715,93 10823,90 
10745,38 10946,74 10690,61 10803,63 
10795,77 10876,46 10592,46 10737,46 
10910,40 11049,96 10757,41 10801,42 
11028,74 11061,04 10815,67 10910,33 
11027,40 11146,52 10886,90 11030,33 
11087,00 11218,39 10965,74 11028,43 
11031,28 11172,17 10900,83 11079,40 
11034,13 11164,89 10898,62 11036,34 
11079,08 11191,80 10910,65 11034,13 
10922,36 11155,70 10922,36 11078,45 
10923,95 10923,95 10669,71 10843,21 
10828,44 11013,55 10784,32 10937,88 
10909,70 11079,08 10725,43 10829,28 
11087,69 11176,60 10869,81 10914,13 
11198,45 11295,33 11021,14 11090,17 
11326,04 11393,48 11133,86 11198,45 
11282,38 11428,94 11106,31 11326,04 
11297,54 11404,87 11135,76 11283,30 
11099,66 11344,09 11087,95 11299,76 
10963,84 11155,07 10916,35 11100,61 
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10988,85 11037,29 10809,65 10963,84 
11109,66 11153,49 10913,50 10991,38 
11049,64 11180,08 10963,52 11117,08 
10980,11 11105,05 10853,98 11046,79 
10822,00 11049,64 10822,00 10973,65 
10785,65 10967,64 10688,07 10789,39 
10650,59 10878,99 10596,26 10787,80 
1464,47 1472,42 1458,19 1469,25 
1463,46 1473,10 1462,60 1464,47 
1457,66 1467,47 1457,66 1463,46 
1457,09 1462,68 1452,78 1457,66 
1458,34 1463,19 1450,83 1457,10 
1436,13 1461,44 1436,13 1458,34 
1433,43 1440,02 1429,13 1436,13 
1418,09 1436,47 1414,80 1433,43 
1421,03 1429,16 1411,10 1418,09 
1418,78 1431,77 1418,78 1421,03 
1413,32 1423,11 1408,35 1418,78 
1403,17 1417,40 1396,20 1413,33 
1415,22 1418,30 1401,59 1403,17 
1417,04 1421,58 1410,10 1415,22 
1408,11 1421,58 1405,65 1417,04 
1403,88 1418,43 1391,47 1408,11 
1409,17 1415,66 1403,88 1403,88 
1423,33 1426,81 1409,17 1409,17 
1433,30 1434,15 1418,25 1423,33 
1409,04 1447,42 1409,04 1433,30 
1397,72 1409,04 1397,72 1409,04 
1388,91 1400,12 1387,38 1397,72 
1407,83 1410,59 1386,95 1388,91 
1416,62 1416,62 1404,15 1407,83 
1417,08 1425,24 1416,14 1416,62 
1404,64 1419,71 1399,17 1417,08 
1420,94 1423,91 1402,20 1404,64 
1422,00 1425,00 1412,40 1420,94 
1424,94 1424,94 1417,54 1422,00 
1410,71 1425,31 1410,71 1424,94 
1420,07 1423,44 1410,69 1410,71 
1394,39 1420,36 1394,39 1420,07 
1396,06 1398,58 1392,28 1394,39 
1381,46 1396,12 1368,54 1396,06 
1373,46 1382,12 1372,19 1381,46 
1365,28 1379,18 1359,98 1373,46 
1377,01 1383,81 1361,45 1365,28 
1370,23 1380,78 1365,87 1377,01 
1362,64 1387,48 1362,64 1370,23 
1354,93 1369,41 1354,93 1362,64 
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1347,74 1360,33 1347,74 1354,93 
1354,12 1369,32 1346,41 1347,74 
1362,93 1367,30 1354,05 1354,12 
1342,44 1373,17 1342,44 1362,93 
1296,71 1342,47 1296,71 1342,44 
1281,91 1299,39 1280,48 1296,71 
1293,63 1303,46 1281,86 1281,91 
1301,65 1301,68 1286,07 1293,63 
1283,61 1308,81 1283,61 1301,65 
1289,43 1289,43 1265,61 1283,61 
1261,32 1289,44 1261,32 1289,43 
1254,13 1279,32 1254,13 1261,32 
1247,41 1254,13 1233,70 1254,13 
1283,42 1283,42 1245,39 1247,41 
1285,55 1289,63 1267,62 1283,42 
1313,04 1313,04 1282,80 1285,55 
1335,21 1335,21 1311,80 1313,04 
1336,02 1339,23 1332,96 1335,21 
1317,64 1336,61 1311,88 1336,02 
1325,40 1328,05 1314,13 1317,64 
1301,35 1325,46 1301,35 1325,40 
1304,60 1316,41 1286,44 1301,35 
1282,81 1304,60 1282,81 1304,60 
1282,71 1283,17 1265,78 1282,81 
1268,37 1291,31 1268,37 1282,71 
1282,20 1288,83 1268,16 1268,37 
1283,31 1285,55 1256,26 1282,20 
1277,36 1295,03 1277,36 1283,31 
1280,41 1281,17 1263,84 1277,36 
1310,51 1315,25 1277,30 1280,41 
1307,58 1316,18 1297,81 1310,51 
1335,52 1335,53 1301,97 1307,58 
1335,42 1338,38 1330,61 1335,53 
1318,48 1337,59 1318,48 1335,42 
1317,97 1322,51 1299,97 1318,48 
1336,29 1347,21 1317,97 1317,97 
1344,13 1344,18 1330,61 1336,29 
1351,66 1351,66 1341,70 1344,13 
1347,66 1357,62 1346,20 1351,66 
1344,15 1347,66 1333,91 1347,66 
1350,45 1355,18 1337,36 1344,15 
1357,24 1361,39 1349,59 1350,45 
1319,11 1357,74 1319,11 1357,24 
1331,07 1331,07 1304,88 1319,11 
1320,41 1331,18 1320,39 1331,07 
1324,02 1333,27 1306,96 1320,41 
1348,27 1350,70 1322,80 1324,02 
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1362,01 1365,63 1347,35 1348,27 
1381,79 1381,79 1361,53 1362,01 
1363,50 1382,84 1359,20 1381,79 
1360,22 1373,32 1353,63 1363,50 
1336,61 1360,24 1336,61 1360,22 
1323,59 1336,61 1323,59 1336,61 
1332,84 1332,84 1315,35 1323,59 
1344,16 1344,16 1332,13 1332,84 
1330,77 1344,16 1328,76 1344,16 
1327,68 1331,05 1320,51 1330,77 
1298,16 1327,72 1298,16 1327,68 
1301,93 1313,61 1298,06 1298,16 
1281,43 1301,93 1281,43 1301,93 
 
 



















































































































































































































 Libor Rates – Input Data 
0,41500 0,41500 0,41375 0,41063 0,41063 0,40000 0,39875 0,39875 0,39875 0,39750 0,39625 
0,97688 0,97250 0,96750 0,96500 0,96500 0,95438 0,94938 0,94563 0,94500 0,93813 0,93688 
1,22500 1,22375 1,22125 1,21625 1,21625 1,21938 1,21313 1,21313 1,21313 1,20375 1,20000 
           0,39625 0,39250 0,39250 0,39250 0,39250 0,39000 0,39000 0,39000 0,39000 0,38938 0,38813 
0,93438 0,93250 0,93188 0,92875 0,93000 0,92688 0,92625 0,92625 0,92625 0,92750 0,92625 
1,20125 1,20125 1,20000 1,19875 1,19625 1,19500 1,19375 1,20250 1,20250 1,20375 1,20500 
           0,28125 0,28125 0,28125 0,28125 0,61750 0,28438 0,28250 0,28250 0,28500 0,28500 0,28500 
0,38563 0,38563 0,38625 0,38563 0,38438 0,38438 0,38438 0,38438 0,38313 0,38313 0,38438 
0,92625 0,92625 0,92375 0,92188 0,91938 0,91938 0,91313 0,91125 0,91000 0,91250 0,91375 
1,20625 1,20625 1,19875 1,19750 1,20000 1,20125 1,20500 1,20375 1,19750 1,20063 1,20750 
           0,28313 0,28313 0,28313 0,28313 0,28125 0,28000 0,28250 0,17375 0,17500 0,17500 0,17500 
0,38438 0,38563 0,38563 0,38563 0,38375 0,38250 0,38250 0,23344 0,23344 0,23219 0,23125 
0,91125 0,91688 0,91813 0,91813 0,91813 0,91375 0,91250 0,43438 0,42750 0,42563 0,41750 
1,20375 1,21188 1,20938 1,20813 1,20750 1,19625 1,19625 0,99375 0,96969 0,96031 0,94813 
           0,17313 0,17313 0,17313 0,17313 0,17188 0,17188         0,17188 0,17063 0,16938 0,16938 
0,23313 0,23313 0,23313 0,23313 0,23313 0,23313 0,23063 0,23063 0,23063 0,23063 0,23063 
0,42000 0,40375 0,40000 0,40000 0,39875 0,39250 0,39000 0,39063 0,39000 0,39031 0,38469 
0,95688 0,91563 0,90563 0,90438 0,90500 0,89625 0,88063 0,88000 0,87563 0,87750 0,85750 
           0,16938 0,17063 0,17063 0,17063 0,17313 0,17063 0,17313 0,17313 0,17188 0,17313 0,17063 
0,23063 0,23063 0,23063 0,22875 0,22906 0,22906 0,23094 0,22906 0,22844 0,22844 0,22844 
0,38563 0,38250 0,38344 0,38563 0,38438 0,38375 0,38375 0,38375 0,38500 0,38500 0,38625 
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0,86063 0,84063 0,84188 0,85375 0,84625 0,84250 0,84250 0,84625 0,84594 0,83750 0,84250 
           0,17063 0,17063 0,17063 0,17188         0,17125 0,17125 0,17250 0,17250 0,17625 0,17594 
0,22844 0,22844 0,23063 0,23188 0,22875 0,22875 0,22875 0,22875 0,22875 0,22875 0,22875 
0,38875 0,38875 0,39000 0,38813 0,38813 0,38813 0,38500 0,38438 0,39531 0,39313 0,39375 
0,84625 0,85000 0,86188 0,85375 0,85125 0,85563 0,85063 0,85375 0,87750 0,87313 0,86688 
           0,17406 0,17406 0,17375 0,50750 0,51000 0,50875 0,51000 0,50875 0,50875 0,50875 0,50875 
0,22875 0,22875 0,22875 0,51625 0,51625 0,51500 0,51500 0,51500 0,51500 0,51500 0,51500 
0,39125 0,38688 0,38688 0,84438 0,84438 0,84313 0,84563 0,84500 0,84500 0,84250 0,84375 
0,85438 0,84000 0,83938 1,25375 1,25875 1,25875 1,26000 1,26063 1,26063 1,25813 1,25938 
           0,50875 0,51125 0,51125 0,51125 0,51250 0,51375 0,51125 0,51375 0,51375 0,51375 0,51375 
0,51875 0,51750 0,51750 0,51813 0,51813 0,51813 0,51563 0,51688 0,51688 0,51688 0,51688 
0,84375 0,84375 0,84250 0,84688 0,84813 0,84938 0,84688 0,84563 0,84375 0,84375 0,84375 
1,26063 1,26063 1,25563 1,26875 1,27000 1,27250 1,26938 1,26938 1,26313 1,26313 1,26375 
           0,51375 0,51375 0,51375 0,51750 0,51750 0,51875 0,52000 0,52063 0,52188 0,52188 0,52188 
0,51688 0,51938 0,51938 0,52250 0,52250 0,52375 0,52500 0,52813 0,53063 0,53188 0,53313 
0,84375 0,84375 0,84375 0,84563 0,84563 0,84750 0,85125 0,85625 0,85938 0,86125 0,86188 
1,26375 1,26250 1,26250 1,26500 1,26625 1,26813 1,27375 1,28125 1,28063 1,28313 1,28375 
           0,52375 0,52500 0,52750 0,52875 0,52875 0,53000 0,53000 0,53000 0,53000 0,53000 0,23000 
0,53375 0,53500 0,53625 0,53750 0,53750 0,53938 0,53875 0,53875 0,53875 0,53875 0,29833 
0,86313 0,86375 0,86375 0,86625 0,86875 0,86875 0,86750 0,86750 0,86688 0,86813 0,70000 
1,28563 1,28688 1,28875 1,29313 1,29625 1,29625 1,29500 1,29375 1,29438 1,29563 1,25000 
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           0,23500 0,23167 0,23500 0,24500 0,23500 0,23500 0,23500 0,23500 0,23667 0,24667 0,24333 
0,70000 0,70000 0,70000 0,71833 0,71750 0,72167 0,72250 0,72083 0,72417 0,72333 0,72167 
1,25000 1,25000 1,25000 1,26833 1,26417 1,27500 1,27500 1,27667 1,27500 1,27250 1,27250 
           0,24333 0,24333 0,24167 0,24333 0,24500 0,25333 0,25167 0,25667 0,25333 0,25333 0,25333 
0,29833 0,29833 0,29833 0,29833 0,30000 0,30000 0,30000 0,30000 0,30000 0,30000 0,29833 
0,72000 0,72000 0,71500 0,71167 0,71333 0,71000 0,71000 0,70667 0,70667 0,70500 0,70333 
1,27333 1,27000 1,26167 1,26000 1,25833 1,25833 1,26000 1,26000 1,25333 1,24833 1,24833 
           0,25333 0,25333 0,25333 0,25333 0,25833 0,25833 0,25833         0,26000 0,26333 0,26333 
0,30000 0,30000 0,30000 0,30000 0,30000 0,30000 0,30000 0,30000 0,30000 0,30000 0,30000 
0,70167 0,69833 0,69833 0,69667 0,69333 0,69500 0,69833 0,70000 0,70000 0,70000 0,70000 
1,24500 1,24333 1,23667 1,23333 1,23583 1,24083 1,24417 1,24417 1,24583 1,24917 1,24917 
           0,26333 0,26333 0,26833 0,26333 0,25667 0,26000 0,23250 0,23250 0,23250 0,21500 0,21500 
0,30000 0,30333 0,30833 0,31000 0,31000 0,30667 0,36250 0,36250 0,36000 0,35500 0,35500 
0,70167 0,70167 0,70000 0,70000 0,70000 0,69833 0,70250 0,70250 0,70000 0,69750 0,69500 
1,25000 1,25000 1,25000 1,25000 1,25000 1,25000 1,01250 1,01250 1,01250 1,01250 1,01750 
           0,22375 0,22000 0,24500 0,24500 0,25000 0,25750 0,24500 0,24000 0,24000 0,24000 0,23250 
0,35625 0,35500 0,35250 0,35500 0,35500 0,36000 0,35500 0,35625 0,35625 0,35625 0,35500 
0,69375 0,69750 0,70000 0,70000 0,70000 0,70250 0,70250 0,70250 0,70250 0,70250 0,70250 
1,01625 1,01250 1,01250 1,01250 1,01500 1,01750 1,01250 1,01500 1,01500 1,01500 1,01250 
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           0,23250 0,23250 0,23250 0,23250 0,23250 0,23250 0,23250 0,23250 0,23250 0,23250 0,23250 
0,35500 0,35500 0,35500 0,35500 0,35500 0,36000 0,36000 0,35500 0,35500 0,35500 0,35500 
0,70000 0,70000 0,70000 0,70000 0,70000 0,70500 0,70500 0,70250 0,70250 0,70000 0,70000 
 
1,00750 1,00750 1,00750 1,00750 1,00750 1,00000 1,00000 1,00000 1,00000 1,00000 1,00000 
           0,23250 0,23250 0,23250 0,23250 0,23250 0,23250 0,24000 0,24000 0,24000 0,23500 0,22750 
0,35500 0,35000 0,35250 0,35250 0,35250 0,35000 0,35000 0,35000 0,35000 0,35250 0,35250 
0,70000 0,70250 0,70500 0,70500 0,70500 0,70500 0,70500 0,70500 0,70500 0,70750 0,71250 
1,00250 1,00000 1,00250 1,00250 1,00250 1,00250 1,00250 1,00250 1,00250 1,01500 1,01750 
           0,22750 0,22750 
         0,35750 0,35250 
         0,71000 0,71000 
         1,01750 1,01750 
         
 
 
 Libor Rates – Output Data 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
                                           0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
                                           0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
                                           0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
                                           0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
               0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
               
IHU  ANNs for Data Classification 
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
               0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
               1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
               
 
  
